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• Strong first-order EW phase transition  modifications in the Higgs sector⟹

• Fermion species reflected CP violating at Higgs bubble wall  electric dipole 
moment

⟹
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the

s

h

t t
t

e e e
FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].

3

SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.

The EW baryogenesis tension .

Well-motivated CP source 
for EW baryogenesis : 
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the
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FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].
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SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the

s

h

t t
t

e e e
FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].

3

SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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1 Introduction

Electric dipole moments (EDM) provide one of the best indirect probes for new-physics. Since a
non-zero EDM requires a violation of the CP symmetry, and the Standard Model (SM) contributions
are accidentally highly suppressed, the EDM is an exceptionally clean observable to uncover beyond
the SM (BSM) physics. Indeed, if BSM physics lies at the TeV scale, we expect new interactions and
therefore new sources of CP violation to be present,1 inducing sizable EDM to be observed in the
near future. For this reason, experimental bounds on the electron and neutron EDM have provided
the most substantial constraints on the best motivated BSM scenarios, such as supersymmetry or
composite Higgs models.

The ACME experiment has recently released a new bound on the electron EDM that improve
by a factor ⇠ 8.6 their previous bound [1]:

|de| < 1.1 · 10�29 e · cm . (1.1)

1As in the SM, we can expect that any parameter of the BSM that can be complex will be complex, providing
unavoidably large new sources of CP violation.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the

s
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e e e
FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].

3

SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the
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FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].

3

SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the

s

h

t t
t

e e e
FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].
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SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w
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# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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1 Introduction

Electric dipole moments (EDM) provide one of the best indirect probes for new-physics. Since a
non-zero EDM requires a violation of the CP symmetry, and the Standard Model (SM) contributions
are accidentally highly suppressed, the EDM is an exceptionally clean observable to uncover beyond
the SM (BSM) physics. Indeed, if BSM physics lies at the TeV scale, we expect new interactions and
therefore new sources of CP violation to be present,1 inducing sizable EDM to be observed in the
near future. For this reason, experimental bounds on the electron and neutron EDM have provided
the most substantial constraints on the best motivated BSM scenarios, such as supersymmetry or
composite Higgs models.

The ACME experiment has recently released a new bound on the electron EDM that improve
by a factor ⇠ 8.6 their previous bound [1]:

|de| < 1.1 · 10�29 e · cm . (1.1)

1As in the SM, we can expect that any parameter of the BSM that can be complex will be complex, providing
unavoidably large new sources of CP violation.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the
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FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].
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SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
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yt + (a+ ib)
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# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the

s
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t t
t

e e e
FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].

3

SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
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responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
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The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
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FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].
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only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator
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where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
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Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,
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where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
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which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as
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where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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1 Introduction

Electric dipole moments (EDM) provide one of the best indirect probes for new-physics. Since a
non-zero EDM requires a violation of the CP symmetry, and the Standard Model (SM) contributions
are accidentally highly suppressed, the EDM is an exceptionally clean observable to uncover beyond
the SM (BSM) physics. Indeed, if BSM physics lies at the TeV scale, we expect new interactions and
therefore new sources of CP violation to be present,1 inducing sizable EDM to be observed in the
near future. For this reason, experimental bounds on the electron and neutron EDM have provided
the most substantial constraints on the best motivated BSM scenarios, such as supersymmetry or
composite Higgs models.

The ACME experiment has recently released a new bound on the electron EDM that improve
by a factor ⇠ 8.6 their previous bound [1]:

|de| < 1.1 · 10�29 e · cm . (1.1)

1As in the SM, we can expect that any parameter of the BSM that can be complex will be complex, providing
unavoidably large new sources of CP violation.

2
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• Composite Higgs: Higgs arises due to non-zero condensate  confining PT and EWPT 
linked. Yukawa couplings depend on mixing between elementary and composite fermion  
vary during confining PT.

⟹
⟹

Bruggisser, von Harling, Matsedonskyi, 
Servant (2018)

Examples of Models Evading the Bounds



From David Weir’s website

GW sources from three contributions:

• Collision of the bubble wall Ωenv

• Sound wave as bubble pushes through plasma Ωsw

• Turbulence Ωturb

• If bubble “runaway” ( )  latent heat of PT goes into kinetic energy of wall

• Slower bubble walls  more energy goes into sound wave & turbulence

vw → c ⟹
⟹

Gravitational Waves from First order Phase 
Transitions

12Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology, Durham UniversityJessica Turner

ΩGW = Ωenv + Ωsw + Ωturb
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• Faster moving wall  sound wave contribution dominates over 
turbulence  larger energy density in GWs but less efficient EWBG
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the
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FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].
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the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator
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where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the

s

h

t t
t

e e e
FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].

3

SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the
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FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].

3

SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.
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FIG. 2: Shaded region: for f/b = 500GeV, mh = 120GeV
and ms = 80, 130GeV (upper and lower plots), the !"t

achieved for a given vc/Tc in the Z2-symmetric case (a
tiny explicit breaking is assumed, see Section V). The
black lines (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed, solid, double dashed-
dotted) correspond to explicit examples with fixed !m =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, respectively. Points on the red lines
match the observed baryon asymmetry (solid) or 1.5 (dot-
ted), 0.75 (dashed) times that value. The vertical line marks
vc/Tc = 1, below which the asymmetry would be erased by
active sphalerons.

fulfilled for natural values of the parameters.
We close this Section with a comparison of our

EWBG scenario with previous studies of EWBG in non-
supersymmetric models, such as the two-Higgs doublet
model [48, 53] or the SM with a low cut-o! [29–32]. In
the former, CP violation arises already at the level of
renormalizable operators in the Higgs potential, through
a complex phase between the two Higgs VEVs. Very
strong phase transitions (induced by tree-level barriers)
are not possible in that context since, contrary to the
case with a singlet, the second Higgs doublet cannot ac-
quire a VEV prior to the EWPhT by definition. (To
circumvent this problem, ref. [54] studies a 2HDM with
an additional singlet: the two Higgs doublets violate CP ;
the singlet strengthens the EWPhT.) Although the non-
supersymmetric 2HDM does not address the hierarchy
problem, it is worth noting that it can also arise as the

low-energy limit of composite Higgs models [34].
The behaviour at finite temperature of other scenar-

ios that address the hierarchy problem but lead only
to a light single Higgs, such as the Minimal Composite
Higgs [22] or Little Higgs models, have been also ana-
lyzed. Refs. [31] studied the temperature behaviour of a
Higgs that arises as the PNGB of a broken global symme-
try,3 parametrizing the deviations from the SM through
e!ective operators. A strong EWPhT can result in this
setting from the dimension-six operator h6, which stabi-
lizes a Higgs potential with negative quartic coupling, as
discussed in [29, 30]. This creates a large tree-level bar-
rier but the reliability of the e!ective-theory description
is not then obvious. Di!erent dimension-six operators are
responsible for sourcing CP violation [31, 32], in a man-
ner similar to our eq. (7), and for generating a complex
mass for the top quark: mt ! yt(vh+iv3h/"

2). Compared
to the model proposed here, these operators (which would
arise also in our model, in the limit of a heavy singlet)
are dimension-six and hence generally smaller than the
ones involving the singlet.

IV. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS AND
OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The presence of a scalar that mixes with the Higgs and
has pseudoscalar couplings to fermions induces an elec-
tric dipole moment (EDM) for the electron and for the
neutron. The electron EDM receives the largest contribu-
tion from the two-loop Feynman diagram [56] of Figure 3,
where the electron flips its chirality by coupling to the

s

h

t t
t

e e e
FIG. 3: Diagram illustrating the largest contribution to the
electron EDM: the dashed line indicates a Higgs that mixes
with the singlet, which then couples with the top.

3 At even higher temperatures, the same mechanism that cuts o!
quadratic divergences in the Higgs potential also a!ects its finite
temperature corrections and could lead to non-restoration of the
EW symmetry [55].

3

SU(2)L !U(1)Y gauge symmetry forbids such a term in
the Lagrangian and s can interact with the SM fermions
only at the non-renormalizable level, beginning at dimen-
sion five with the operator

s

f
HQ̄3(a+ ib!5)t+ h.c. , (6)

where f is the analogue of the pion decay constant and
is related to the mass m! (of order the confinement scale
!) and coupling g! of the strong sector resonances via
m! = g!f , where gSM ! g! ! 4" and gSM is a typical SM
coupling [36]. In eq. (6) we have written only the coupling
between the singlet s and the third generation SU(2)L
doublet, Q3, and singlet, t. Indeed, naturalness implies
that the Higgs and top sectors be mostly composite, so
that the strong dynamics is expected to influence mostly
the interactions within and between these two sectors.
Even in this case, interactions with the lighter fermions
will be present in the mass eigenstate basis, but are ex-
pected to be of the order of the corresponding (small)
Yukawa couplings.
Finally, it is useful for what follows to consider how

one may implement CP in this context: If V odd vanishes,
a = 0 and b "= 0, the singlet behaves as a pseudoscalar
and CP is conserved; similarly for b = 0 and a "= 0
the singlet is scalar-like and CP is also conserved in the
Lagrangian. Other non-trivial choices inevitably violate
CP .

III. ELECTROWEAK BARYOGENESIS

Two conditions need to be fulfilled during the EW-
PhT in order to create enough baryon/antibaryon asym-
metry [37]. First of all, CP violation must be present
within the wall separating the broken from the unbro-
ken phase. This sources an excess of left-handed versus
right-handed fermions2 in front of the wall which is con-
verted into a baryon versus antibaryon excess by non-
perturbative electroweak (sphaleron) processes. For this
excess to be conserved, these sphaleron processes must be
quickly suppressed within the broken phase. This brings
us to the second condition: that the EWPhT be strongly
first-order (if vc # $h% |Tc

is the value of the Higgs VEV
in the broken phase at the critical temperature Tc, then
this condition reads vc/Tc " 1 [38]). Neither of these
conditions is fulfilled in the SM, as the CP violation en-
coded in the CKM matrix is too small and, anyway, the
phase transition is really a crossover [39], given the lower
bound on the Higgs mass from LEP.
The strength of the EWPhT in the SM plus a singlet

has been thoroughly studied [14, 35, 40–44]. Many anal-
yses concentrated on loop e"ects involving the singlet,

2 With left-handed (right-handed) we mean qL + q̄R (q̄L + qR),
where the subscript L denotes the SU(2)L doublet and R the
singlet.

which enhance the cubic term ETh3 in the Higgs po-
tential at finite temperature, while reducing the quartic
#hh4 (at a given Higgs mass) that enters the above condi-
tion 1 ! vc/Tc & E/#h. LEP bounds on the Higgs mass,
however, suggest that one singlet scalar is not enough,
if it contributes only via loop e"ects [45]. Furthermore,
it was recently pointed out [8] that magnetic fields gen-
erated during the EWPhT might increase the sphaleron
rate within the broken phase, calling for even stronger
phase transitions in order to have successful baryogenesis.
The strongest phase transitions are achieved when the
singlet contributes through tree-level e"ects, i.e. when
the tree-level potential for H and s is such that a bar-
rier separates the EW broken and unbroken phases (not
necessarily with vanishing VEV $s% along the singlet di-
rection) [35]. Indeed, in the case of a barrier generated
only at loop-level, the jump in the Higgs VEV is propor-
tional to the critical temperature Tc (times a loop factor),
and is hence constrained to be small at small tempera-
ture. In the case of a tree-level barrier, on the other hand,
the Higgs VEV at the critical temperature depends on a
combination of dimensionful parameters in the potential
and its e"ect can be present even at small Tc (and is
enhanced by a small Tc appearing in the denominator of
vc/Tc). In what follows we will concentrate on this possi-
bility, assuming that the transition is strongly first-order
and relying on the analysis of [35], which studies strong
phase transitions induced by tree-level e"ects in the SM
plus a singlet. One important implication of scenarios
with a tree-level barrier is that a strong transition is nec-
essarily accompanied by a variation of the singlet VEV
during the EWPhT. This can be understood by noticing
that, were the singlet VEV constant, the potential would
have the same shape as the SM potential at tree-level
and would have, therefore, no tree-level barrier.
When the EWPhT is strongly first-order, bubbles of

the broken phase nucleate within a universe in the un-
broken phase and expand. CP -violating interactions
can then source EWBG within the wall separating the
two phases. In the composite version of the SM plus
a singlet outlined in the previous section, with non-
vanishing, pseudoscalar couplings between singlet and
fermions [b "= 0 in eq. (6)], the source is provided by
a variation in the VEV of s. Indeed, from eq. (6), we can
write the top quark mass, which receives contributions
from both h and s, as

mt =
1'
2
v

!

yt + (a+ ib)
w

f

"

# |mt| ei!t , (7)

where yt is the top Yukawa and we defined the VEVs

v # $h% , w # $s% , (8)

with v = 246 GeV. At vanishing temperature, the phase
#t can be absorbed in a redefinition of the top quark
field and is thus unphysical; the only e"ect of a non-
zero w is a shift between the top-mass and the Yukawa
coupling compared to the relation that holds in the SM.

The EW baryogenesis tension .

Well-motivated CP source 
for EW baryogenesis : 
modified Top-yukawa 
(“Top-transport” EW 

baryogenesis)
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H

<latexit sha1_base64="nzyVt8MRnZKwy+3Aq663ObK8Aqs=">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</latexit>

H

<latexit sha1_base64="nzyVt8MRnZKwy+3Aq663ObK8Aqs=">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</latexit>

Seesaw Mechanism

Weinberg (1979)
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L � �Yij
L
i
HL

j
H

2M
+O

✓
1

M2

◆
+ h.c

<latexit sha1_base64="t6lMiZCfx0xLBiUPOALUe9LP+NQ=">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</latexit>

N ! "

Type-I seesaw Type-II seesaw Type-III seesaw

L

<latexit sha1_base64="6j45cIbWZtxLDJ1F5HhFPRTnxhI=">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</latexit>

L

<latexit sha1_base64="6j45cIbWZtxLDJ1F5HhFPRTnxhI=">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</latexit>

L

<latexit sha1_base64="6j45cIbWZtxLDJ1F5HhFPRTnxhI=">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</latexit>

L

<latexit sha1_base64="6j45cIbWZtxLDJ1F5HhFPRTnxhI=">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</latexit>

L

<latexit sha1_base64="6j45cIbWZtxLDJ1F5HhFPRTnxhI=">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</latexit>

L

<latexit sha1_base64="6j45cIbWZtxLDJ1F5HhFPRTnxhI=">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</latexit>

H

<latexit sha1_base64="nzyVt8MRnZKwy+3Aq663ObK8Aqs=">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</latexit>

H

<latexit sha1_base64="nzyVt8MRnZKwy+3Aq663ObK8Aqs=">AAACbnicbVHLattAFB2rbZo67xa6KaUippBFMFJxSJeBbrx0oI4DlghXo+t4yDzEzFWCGfwF3bYf17/oJ3TkCBo7PTBw5px7Z+6jqKRwlCS/O9GLl6+2Xm+/6e7s7u0fHB69vXKmthzH3EhjrwtwKIXGMQmSeF1ZBFVInBR33xp/co/WCaO/06LCXMGtFjPBgYJ0Obw57CX9ZIX4OUlb0mMtRjdHnUlWGl4r1MQlODdNk4pyD5YEl7jsZrXDCvgd3OI0UA0KXe5XlS7jz0Ep45mx4WiKV+rTDA/KuYUqQqQCmrtNrxH/67lQyhzLte99E0bGSHf6z9b4wI1SoMtsDtTq0zT3vrn7XrrMmjQpofJZazdqwNrbHDRHudEuzb7mXuiqJtT8sdtZLWMycTP7uBQWOclFIMCtCAOL+RwscAob6oZVpJuDf06uvvTTQf/sctC7GLRL2WYf2DE7YSk7ZxdsyEZszDhD9oP9ZL86f6L30cfo02No1Glz3rE1RCd/AWKFv4Y=</latexit>

H

<latexit sha1_base64="nzyVt8MRnZKwy+3Aq663ObK8Aqs=">AAACbnicbVHLattAFB2rbZo67xa6KaUippBFMFJxSJeBbrx0oI4DlghXo+t4yDzEzFWCGfwF3bYf17/oJ3TkCBo7PTBw5px7Z+6jqKRwlCS/O9GLl6+2Xm+/6e7s7u0fHB69vXKmthzH3EhjrwtwKIXGMQmSeF1ZBFVInBR33xp/co/WCaO/06LCXMGtFjPBgYJ0Obw57CX9ZIX4OUlb0mMtRjdHnUlWGl4r1MQlODdNk4pyD5YEl7jsZrXDCvgd3OI0UA0KXe5XlS7jz0Ep45mx4WiKV+rTDA/KuYUqQqQCmrtNrxH/67lQyhzLte99E0bGSHf6z9b4wI1SoMtsDtTq0zT3vrn7XrrMmjQpofJZazdqwNrbHDRHudEuzb7mXuiqJtT8sdtZLWMycTP7uBQWOclFIMCtCAOL+RwscAob6oZVpJuDf06uvvTTQf/sctC7GLRL2WYf2DE7YSk7ZxdsyEZszDhD9oP9ZL86f6L30cfo02No1Glz3rE1RCd/AWKFv4Y=</latexit>

H

<latexit sha1_base64="nzyVt8MRnZKwy+3Aq663ObK8Aqs=">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</latexit>

H

<latexit sha1_base64="nzyVt8MRnZKwy+3Aq663ObK8Aqs=">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</latexit>

Seesaw Mechanism

Minkowski, Yanagida, 
Glashow, Gell-Mann, 
Ramond, Slansky, 

Ma, Roy, Senjanovic, 
Hambye

Magg, Wetterich, 
Lazarides, Shafi. 
Mohapatra, 
Senjanovic, 
Schecter, Valle 

fermionic 
singlet

scalar 
triplet

fermionic 
triplet
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Image courtesy of Symmetry Magazine

L � �L↵Y↵iNiH̃ � 1

2
N

C
i MNiNi + h.c.

<latexit sha1_base64="7tMXUp5SaNr3mankiOYzQrXkGmY=">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</latexit>

After diagonalising the mass matrix m⌫ ⇡ mDmT
D

MN
=

Y 2v2

MN

<latexit sha1_base64="PzWaPB96ctWEh7bj+thCUlSF1nA=">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</latexit>

Departure from  thermal 
equilibrium 

C & CP-violation

Baryon number violation

Sakharov’s Conditions 

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/neutrinos-on-a-seesaw
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T ~ M

N ! LH

<latexit sha1_base64="0flBAOMWwi+jxXO6+H7grydsH7k=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1o/uurRS7AInsquKHoseulBpIL9gHYp2TTbhmaTJZlVaukv8eJBEa/+FG/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz88JEcAOe9+3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3doru33zAq1ZTVqRJKt0JimOCS1YGDYK1EMxKHgjXD4fXUbz4wbbiS9zBKWBCTvuQRpwSs1HWLtx3N+wMgWqtHfFPtuiWv7M2Al4mfkRLKUOu6X52eomnMJFBBjGn7XgLBmGjgVLBJoZMalhA6JH3WtlSSmJlgPDt8go+t0sOR0rYk4Jn6e2JMYmNGcWg7YwIDs+hNxf+8dgrRZTDmMkmBSTpfFKUCg8LTFHCPa0ZBjCwhVHN7K6YDogkFm1XBhuAvvrxMGqdl/6x8fndWqlxlceTRITpCJ8hHF6iCqqiG6oiiFD2jV/TmPDkvzrvzMW/NOdnMAfoD5/MHauiS8A==</latexit>

N ! LH

<latexit sha1_base64="OkiLdiZEz1nhWypOsO3CkXMALe0=">AAACA3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVW96CRbBU9mVih6LXnoQqWAf0F1KNs22odlkSbJKWQpe/CtePCji1T/hzX9jtt2Dtg4Ehpn5knwTxIwq7TjfVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t6xd/daSiQSkyYWTMhOgBRhlJOmppqRTiwJigJG2sHoKvPb90QqKvidHsfEj9CA05BipI3Usw9uPEkHQ42kFA/QEyabXZVeT+o9u+xUnCngInFzUgY5Gj37y+sLnESEa8yQUl3XibWfIqkpZmRS8hJFYoRHaEC6hnIUEeWn0x0m8NgofRgKaQ7XcKr+nkhRpNQ4CkwyQnqo5r1M/M/rJjq88FPK40QTjmcPhQmDWsCsENinkmDNxoYgLKn5K8RDJBHWpraSKcGdX3mRtE4rbrVydlst1y7zOorgEByBE+CCc1ADddAATYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYxYtWPnMPvgD6/MHgw+YFg==</latexit>

lepton  
asymmetryN lepton  
asymmetry

Thermal leptogenesis 
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Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology, Durham UniversityJessica Turner

N

Fukugida, Yanagida

T ~ M

N ! LH

<latexit sha1_base64="0flBAOMWwi+jxXO6+H7grydsH7k=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1o/uurRS7AInsquKHoseulBpIL9gHYp2TTbhmaTJZlVaukv8eJBEa/+FG/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz88JEcAOe9+3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3doru33zAq1ZTVqRJKt0JimOCS1YGDYK1EMxKHgjXD4fXUbz4wbbiS9zBKWBCTvuQRpwSs1HWLtx3N+wMgWqtHfFPtuiWv7M2Al4mfkRLKUOu6X52eomnMJFBBjGn7XgLBmGjgVLBJoZMalhA6JH3WtlSSmJlgPDt8go+t0sOR0rYk4Jn6e2JMYmNGcWg7YwIDs+hNxf+8dgrRZTDmMkmBSTpfFKUCg8LTFHCPa0ZBjCwhVHN7K6YDogkFm1XBhuAvvrxMGqdl/6x8fndWqlxlceTRITpCJ8hHF6iCqqiG6oiiFD2jV/TmPDkvzrvzMW/NOdnMAfoD5/MHauiS8A==</latexit>

N ! LH

<latexit sha1_base64="OkiLdiZEz1nhWypOsO3CkXMALe0=">AAACA3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVW96CRbBU9mVih6LXnoQqWAf0F1KNs22odlkSbJKWQpe/CtePCji1T/hzX9jtt2Dtg4Ehpn5knwTxIwq7TjfVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t6xd/daSiQSkyYWTMhOgBRhlJOmppqRTiwJigJG2sHoKvPb90QqKvidHsfEj9CA05BipI3Usw9uPEkHQ42kFA/QEyabXZVeT+o9u+xUnCngInFzUgY5Gj37y+sLnESEa8yQUl3XibWfIqkpZmRS8hJFYoRHaEC6hnIUEeWn0x0m8NgofRgKaQ7XcKr+nkhRpNQ4CkwyQnqo5r1M/M/rJjq88FPK40QTjmcPhQmDWsCsENinkmDNxoYgLKn5K8RDJBHWpraSKcGdX3mRtE4rbrVydlst1y7zOorgEByBE+CCc1ADddAATYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYxYtWPnMPvgD6/MHgw+YFg==</latexit>

lepton  
asymmetry

B-L conserving  
sphaleron  
processes baryon  

asymmetry

Thermal leptogenesis 
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N

Fukugida, Yanagida

T ~ M

N ! LH

<latexit sha1_base64="0flBAOMWwi+jxXO6+H7grydsH7k=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1o/uurRS7AInsquKHoseulBpIL9gHYp2TTbhmaTJZlVaukv8eJBEa/+FG/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz88JEcAOe9+3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3doru33zAq1ZTVqRJKt0JimOCS1YGDYK1EMxKHgjXD4fXUbz4wbbiS9zBKWBCTvuQRpwSs1HWLtx3N+wMgWqtHfFPtuiWv7M2Al4mfkRLKUOu6X52eomnMJFBBjGn7XgLBmGjgVLBJoZMalhA6JH3WtlSSmJlgPDt8go+t0sOR0rYk4Jn6e2JMYmNGcWg7YwIDs+hNxf+8dgrRZTDmMkmBSTpfFKUCg8LTFHCPa0ZBjCwhVHN7K6YDogkFm1XBhuAvvrxMGqdl/6x8fndWqlxlceTRITpCJ8hHF6iCqqiG6oiiFD2jV/TmPDkvzrvzMW/NOdnMAfoD5/MHauiS8A==</latexit>

N ! LH

<latexit sha1_base64="OkiLdiZEz1nhWypOsO3CkXMALe0=">AAACA3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVW96CRbBU9mVih6LXnoQqWAf0F1KNs22odlkSbJKWQpe/CtePCji1T/hzX9jtt2Dtg4Ehpn5knwTxIwq7TjfVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t6xd/daSiQSkyYWTMhOgBRhlJOmppqRTiwJigJG2sHoKvPb90QqKvidHsfEj9CA05BipI3Usw9uPEkHQ42kFA/QEyabXZVeT+o9u+xUnCngInFzUgY5Gj37y+sLnESEa8yQUl3XibWfIqkpZmRS8hJFYoRHaEC6hnIUEeWn0x0m8NgofRgKaQ7XcKr+nkhRpNQ4CkwyQnqo5r1M/M/rJjq88FPK40QTjmcPhQmDWsCsENinkmDNxoYgLKn5K8RDJBHWpraSKcGdX3mRtE4rbrVydlst1y7zOorgEByBE+CCc1ADddAATYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYxYtWPnMPvgD6/MHgw+YFg==</latexit>

lepton  
asymmetry

B-L conserving  
sphaleron  
processes baryon  

asymmetry

Decay asymmetry from interference between tree  
and  loop level diagrams  

Y⌫ i Y⌫ i Y⌫j

Ni

H

L

Ni

H

L

H

L

Ni

L

H

L

H

Nj
Covi, Roulet, Vissani

✏i =
�i � �i

�i + �i
<latexit sha1_base64="yJFk9BUEuFKo4+dHUb9kdcv1iYk=">AAACOnicbVDNS8MwHE39nPOr6tFLcAiCONop6EUYetDjBu4D1jLSLN3CkrYkqTBK/y4v/hXePHjxoIhX/wDTrfix7UHg8d7vJfk9L2JUKst6NhYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tc2e3KcNYYNLAIQtF20OSMBqQhqKKkXYkCOIeIy1veJ35rXsiJA2DOzWKiMtRP6A+xUhpqWvWHRJJyjRNaHrp+ALhxLlBnKMuhSdOqLPZ1T9aCtNf/3iOn3bNklW2xoCzxM5JCeSodc0npxfimJNAYYak7NhWpNwECUUxI2nRiSWJEB6iPuloGiBOpJuMV0/hoVZ60A+FPoGCY/VvIkFcyhH39CRHaiCnvUyc53Vi5V+4CQ2iWJEATx7yYwZVCLMeYY8KghUbaYKwoPqvEA+Qrk/ptou6BHt65VnSrJTt03KlflaqXuV1FMA+OABHwAbnoApuQQ00AAYP4AW8gXfj0Xg1PozPyeiCkWf2wD8YX9/+qK9Y</latexit>

Thermal leptogenesis 
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inverse Decays ΔL=2 ΔL=1

Parameters of 
theory

Boltzmann 
Equations

Y⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="ixoxAGvyXYmzonWhDh9pJ6KYTUg=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9kPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFqp8zjI+iqdDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgOql/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWaWfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP5ufOyNnVhmSMNa2FJK5+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn2cvE/r5dieO1nQiUpcsUWi8JUEoxJ/jsZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaBOq2BC85ZdXSfui7rl17/6y1rgp4ijDCZzCOXhwBQ24gya0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH4iYj68=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ixoxAGvyXYmzonWhDh9pJ6KYTUg=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9kPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFqp8zjI+iqdDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgOql/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWaWfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP5ufOyNnVhmSMNa2FJK5+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn2cvE/r5dieO1nQiUpcsUWi8JUEoxJ/jsZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaBOq2BC85ZdXSfui7rl17/6y1rgp4ijDCZzCOXhwBQ24gya0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH4iYj68=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ixoxAGvyXYmzonWhDh9pJ6KYTUg=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9kPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFqp8zjI+iqdDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgOql/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWaWfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP5ufOyNnVhmSMNa2FJK5+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn2cvE/r5dieO1nQiUpcsUWi8JUEoxJ/jsZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaBOq2BC85ZdXSfui7rl17/6y1rgp4ijDCZzCOXhwBQ24gya0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH4iYj68=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ixoxAGvyXYmzonWhDh9pJ6KYTUg=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9kPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecJpwP6IjJULBKFqp8zjI+iqdDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgOql/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWaWfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP5ufOyNnVhmSMNa2FJK5+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn2cvE/r5dieO1nQiUpcsUWi8JUEoxJ/jsZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaBOq2BC85ZdXSfui7rl17/6y1rgp4ijDCZzCOXhwBQ24gya0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH4iYj68=</latexit>

dnNi

dz
=�Di(nNi

� neq
Ni

),

dnB�L

dz
=

3X

i=1

⇣
✏(i)Di(nNi

� neq
Ni

)�WinB�L

⌘
.

<latexit sha1_base64="9URGgYgDjncd2qzcUB66lrdHjk0=">AAACpnicjVFbb9MwGHXCbZRbgUdeLCqmVKJVsiHBS6Vp8AASmsal66S6LY7zpbXmOMF2EMXyT+NP8Ma/wWnDbeOBT7J8fM53sY/TSnBt4vh7EF66fOXqtZ3rnRs3b92+071770SXtWIwZqUo1WlKNQguYWy4EXBaKaBFKmCSnj1v9MknUJqX8r1ZVzAr6FLynDNqPLXofiW5osxmcmGPFpY752z2xY12By+aUyTn1v1UBnJODHw2Fj7+4vqPCeng3z0OB6+3HfBol+i68EmjxM3tvsNEQG4iTKDSXJS+ccT7Dv/nmMGk2dsBmCi+XJn+sLPo9uJhvAl8ESQt6KE2jhfdbyQrWV2ANExQradJXJmZpcpwJsB1SK2houyMLmHqoaQF6Jnd2OzwI89kOC+VX9LgDftnhaWF1usi9ZkFNSt9XmvIf2nT2uTPZpbLqjYg2XZQXgtsStz8Gc64AmbE2gPKFPd3xWxFvefG/2xjQnL+yRfByd4w2R/uvXnSOzhs7dhBD9BDFKEEPUUH6CU6RmPEgl7wKngbvAuj8Cgch5Ntahi0NffRXxF++AEw4tKU</latexit>

source sink

⌘B
<latexit sha1_base64="DW5/tEzLdEphA6uQL4K5ZM/xw2A=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMdSLx4r2FpoQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNnGqGW+xWMa6E1DDpVC8hQIl7ySa0yiQ/CEY38z8hyeujYjVPU4S7kd0qEQoGEUrtXscab/RL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9kvf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmnpV5qeELZmA5511JFI278bH7tlJxZZUDCWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhRHZtmbif953RTDaz8TKkmRK7ZYFKaSYExmr5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNqCSDcFbfnmVtGtV76Jau7us1Bt5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA630IQWMHiEZ3iFNyd2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB0ukjvE=</latexit>

Washout and scattering processes 
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leptogenesis via 
oscillations

resonant 
leptogenesis

intermediate 
scale leptogenesis

high-scale 
leptogenesis

Mass RHN

O(1012)GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="YJeDl+ANr+Hu30dQI12LNTnWYaI=">AAACCXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/h1ammzGAQFCXdB0VK00E4FE4XcGfY2k2TJ3ge7c2I4rrXxr9hYKGLrP7Dz37gXU2jig4HHezPMzAsSKTQ6zpc1MTk1PTM7N19aWFxaXrFX1+o6ThWHGo9lrG4CpkGKCGooUMJNooCFgYTroHdS+Nd3oLSIoyvsJ+CHrBOJtuAMjdS0qRcy7HIms/N823VuM7ea73i7HsI9ZqdQz5t22ak4A9Bx4g5JmQxx0bQ/vVbM0xAi5JJp3XCdBP2MKRRcQl7yUg0J4z3WgYahEQtB+9ngk5xuGaVF27EyFSEdqL8nMhZq3Q8D01ncrUe9QvzPa6TYPvQzESUpQsR/FrVTSTGmRSy0JRRwlH1DGFfC3Ep5lynG0YRXMiG4oy+Pk3q14u5V9i/3ykfHwzjmyAbZJNvEJQfkiJyRC1IjnDyQJ/JCXq1H69l6s95/Wies4cw6+QPr4xtad5l+</latexit>

O(106)GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="64g/P+rIGiVf3nzRIF/2D9oKC9E=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMHB4MQQcKMxOUY9KA3I5gFMjH0dCpJk56F7hoxDHP04q948aCIVz/Bm39jZzlo4oOCx3tVVNVzQ8EVWta3kZqbX1hcSi9nVlbX1jeym1tVFUSSQYUFIpB1lyoQ3IcKchRQDyVQzxVQc/sXQ792D1LxwL/FQQhNj3Z93uGMopZa2V3Ho9hjVMTXSd627uKT5MA5dBAeML6EatLK5qyCNYI5S+wJyZEJyq3sl9MOWOSBj0xQpRq2FWIzphI5E5BknEhBSFmfdqGhqU89UM149Ehi7mulbXYCqctHc6T+noipp9TAc3Xn8Gw17Q3F/7xGhJ2zZsz9MELw2XhRJxImBuYwFbPNJTAUA00ok1zfarIelZShzi6jQ7CnX54l1aOCXSwc3xRzpfNJHGmyQ/ZIntjklJTIFSmTCmHkkTyTV/JmPBkvxrvxMW5NGZOZbfIHxucP6G+ZRw==</latexit>

O(103)GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="LHDV21zcZchR+h+TRQV0oXO2+8E=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMHB4MQQcKMRvQY9KA3I5gFMjH0dCpJk56F7hoxDHP04q948aCIVz/Bm39jZzlo4oOCx3tVVNVzQ8EVWta3kZqbX1hcSi9nVlbX1jeym1tVFUSSQYUFIpB1lyoQ3IcKchRQDyVQzxVQc/sXQ792D1LxwL/FQQhNj3Z93uGMopZa2V3Ho9hjVMTXSd627uLj5MA5dBAeML6EatLK5qyCNYI5S+wJyZEJyq3sl9MOWOSBj0xQpRq2FWIzphI5E5BknEhBSFmfdqGhqU89UM149Ehi7mulbXYCqctHc6T+noipp9TAc3Xn8Gw17Q3F/7xGhJ2zZsz9MELw2XhRJxImBuYwFbPNJTAUA00ok1zfarIelZShzi6jQ7CnX54l1aOCXSyc3BRzpfNJHGmyQ/ZIntjklJTIFSmTCmHkkTyTV/JmPBkvxrvxMW5NGZOZbfIHxucP47mZRA==</latexit>

O(1)GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="JT0lllpBeZrxFpiQXYNBX0QQKTA=">AAACA3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUW96WQxCBAm7EtFj0IPejGAekF3C7KSTDJl9MNMrhiXgxV/x4kERr/6EN//G2SQHTSxoKKq66e7yIsEVWta3kVlYXFpeya7m1tY3Nrfy2zt1FcaSQY2FIpRNjyoQPIAachTQjCRQ3xPQ8AaXqd+4B6l4GNzhMALXp72AdzmjqKV2fs/xKfYZFcnNqGgfOccOwgMmV1AftfMFq2SNYc4Te0oKZIpqO//ldEIW+xAgE1Splm1F6CZUImcCRjknVhBRNqA9aGkaUB+Um4x/GJmHWumY3VDqCtAcq78nEuorNfQ93ZlerGa9VPzPa8XYPXcTHkQxQsAmi7qxMDE000DMDpfAUAw1oUxyfavJ+lRShjq2nA7Bnn15ntRPSna5dHpbLlQupnFkyT45IEVikzNSIdekSmqEkUfyTF7Jm/FkvBjvxsekNWNMZ3bJHxifP1t1l1k=</latexit>

Akhmedov, Rubakov & Smirnov  
(1998),  Asaka & Shaposhnikov (2005) 

Pilaftis & Underwood (2004) 
 Abada, Aissaoui, Losada  (2005) 

Racker, Rius & Pena (2013)  
Moffat, Petcov, Pascoli, Schulz & JT 
(2018) 

Fukugida & Yanagida (1986)  
Buchmuller, Di Bari & Plumacher  
(2004)  Barbieri, Creminelli, Strumia & 
Tetradis (2000) 
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See talk by Yannis Georis 
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Leptogenesis via Oscillations 

• RHNs CP-violating oscillations & decays → source of lepton number and flavour 
asymmetry.

• highly degenerate GeV scale RHNs produced via scattering at T > TEW

L

H

N

L N

H

t t

L

B

L

N

H

• small Yukawa couplings → RHNs may not have equilibrated by the EWPT

Akhmedov, Rubakov & Smirnov  9803255 

Asaka & Shaposhnikov 0505013

28Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology, Durham UniversityJessica Turner

https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/9803255
https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/0505013.pdf
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Leptogenesis via Oscillations with 2 RHNs 

• GeV-scale RHNs → rich phenomenology

⌫↵ = U↵i⌫i +⇥↵IN
c
I

<latexit sha1_base64="+GaFCW1bCgA5guaTswaYUFhmG2E=">AAACI3icbZDNSsNAFIUn9b/+VV26GSyCIJREKoogiG50IwqmFpoYbqbTduhkEmYmQgl5Fze+ihsXirhx4bs4rUG09cLAxzn3cueeMOFMadv+sEpT0zOzc/ML5cWl5ZXVytp6Q8WpJNQlMY9lMwRFORPU1Uxz2kwkhSjk9Dbsnw3923sqFYvFjR4k1I+gK1iHEdBGCipHnkgDD3jSA3yM3SArmOVDg+Fd76ZHNfzoF/nlXUbyILvIg0rVrtmjwpPgFFBFRV0FlTevHZM0okITDkq1HDvRfgZSM8JpXvZSRRMgfejSlkEBEVV+Nroxx9tGaeNOLM0TGo/U3xMZREoNotB0RqB7atwbiv95rVR3Dv2MiSTVVJDvRZ2UYx3jYWC4zSQlmg8MAJHM/BWTHkgg2sRaNiE44ydPQmOv5tRr+9f16slpEcc82kRbaAc56ACdoHN0hVxE0AN6Qi/o1Xq0nq036/27tWQVMxvoT1mfX+fFpHg=</latexit>
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2

<latexit sha1_base64="P1gsSj95BJWlUSOrj7U8hJYaQqs=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCwSIIQklKRTdC0Y2bQgX7gCaEyXTSDp1MwsxEKCFLN/6KGxeKuPUT3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7hzjx8zKpVlfRtLyyura+uljfLm1vbOrrm335FRIjBp44hFoucjSRjlpK2oYqQXC4JCn5GuP77J/e4DEZJG/F5NYuKGaMhpQDFSWvLMIyfSdp5Omxm8cgKBcNr07LOmV8vSWuaZFatqTQEXiV2QCijQ8swvZxDhJCRcYYak7NtWrNwUCUUxI1nZSSSJER6jIelrylFIpJtOD8ngiVYGMIiEflzBqfo7kaJQykno68kQqZGc93LxP6+fqODSTSmPE0U4ni0KEgZVBPNW4IAKghWbaIKwoPqvEI+Q7kLp7sq6BHv+5EXSqVXtevX8rl5pXBd1lMAhOAanwAYXoAFuQQu0AQaP4Bm8gjfjyXgx3o2P2eiSUWQOwB8Ynz/2lZlL</latexit>
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4 masses, 4 angles, 3 phases (2 masses + 3 angles + 1 phase measured)

Casas & Ibarra

(2 masses + 3 angles + 1 phase from oscillation data  5 free parameters⟹
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leptogenesis via 
oscillations

resonant 
leptogenesis

intermediate 
scale leptogenesis

high-scale 
leptogenesis

Mass RHN

O(1012)GeV
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• Regime where RHNs decay width similar to their mass differences  Mass range ~ TeV 
 is enhanced 

⟹
ϵ

• TeV-scale  RHNs masses can be explained gauged    produced  
at colliders and decays to RHNs which may be long lived

U(1)B−L ⟹ Z′ 

Pilaftis & Underwood (2004) Abada, Aissaoui,
(2005) Garny,  Kartavtsev & Hohenegger (2013) 
Dev, Millington, Pilaftsis, Teresi (2014)
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Deppisch, Dev & Pilaftsis  (2015) 
Helo, Kovalenko & Hirsch (2014) 
Gago, Hernández, Jones-Pérez, Losada & Briceño 
(2016) Antusch, Cazzato & Fischer (2016)
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Resonant leptogenesis in the Neutrino Option 
 

• Assume scale invariance above the scale of the RHN mass.
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slight preference for  
 and θ23 < 45∘ δ ∼ 180∘

M = 1.2⇥ 106 GeV
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• Integrate out TeV scale RHN and RG evolve: Higgs 
potential produced for M ~ 103 TeV

Brdar, et al 1905.12634 
Brivio, JT et al 1905.12642
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Scale invariance broken at 
quantum level

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1502.06541.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.04132
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.12634
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.12642.pdf


• UV-completion of Neutrino Option (Brdar, Emonds, Helmboldt, Lindner) 
minimal renormalisable model based on classical scale invariance

Resonant leptogenesis in the Neutrino Option 
 

• New scalar breaks scale-invariance → RHN mass and strong 1st order PT
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See also “Probing the seesaw scale 
with gravitational waves” Okada  & Seto
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Difficult to test 
but some 

possibilities to exclude 
probe indirectly

leptogenesis via 
oscillations

resonant 
leptogenesis

intermediate 
scale leptogenesis

high-scale 
leptogenesis

Mass RHN

O(1012)GeV
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topological defects in GUTs 
Cosmic strings induced via U(1) symmetry breaking are ubiquitously many in many theories such as GUTs
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Strings intersect to form loops and cusps. Loop loss energy / decay via gravitational radiation 

0511159.pdf

Number of simulations based on velocity-
dependent one scale model Bennett, 
Blanco-Pillado, Bouchet, Martins, Olum, 
Ringeval, Sakellariadou, Shlaer, Shellard, 
Vanchurin, Vilenkin ……


Cui et al 
1808.08968.pdf

string tension

Kibble, Nielsen-Ole
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• Seesaw mechanism can manifest from spontaneous breaking of   
generation of cosmic string

U(1)B−L ⟹

• Highlighted by Dror et al that GWs from cosmic string network generic 
prediction of seesaw mechanism

Dror, Hiramatsu,  Kohri , 
Murayama  & White 
1908.03227

High-Scale Seesaw Mechanism 
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https://arxiv.org/format/1908.03227


• U(1)B-L used to explain inflation, leptogenesis and neutralino (DM). 

• Cosmic strings metastable due to non-perturbative production of monopoles
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CP violating phase transitions

• Introduce a new scalar which undergoes a 1st order PT. This causes the 
Weinberg operator to varying in time.

LW =
�↵�(t)

⇤
`↵LHC`�LH + h.c.
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CP violating phase transitions
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• Use 1st order PT to make Weinberg operator dynamical in time

• Similar ideas as in (Shuve eta) 1704.01979 and (Long eta) 1703.04902 but they 
did not integrate out heavy d.o.f
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CP violating phase transitions

• This coupling can introduce CP-violation and the lepton asymmetry is generated 
by the interference of the Weinberg operator at different times.

LW =
�↵�(t)

⇤
`↵LHC`�LH + h.c.
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• Similar scale to the work of Long, Tesi and Wang (1703.04902)

• There will be a GW signature but frequency is too high
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plot taken from 1408.0740
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Summary

• EWBG is a viable and attractive option but EDM bounds exclude many 
models and no hints yet at new physics which modifies the Higgs sector

• Some recent developments use composite Higgs and varying Yukawas.

• While next generation of GW experiments will probe if EWPT is strongly first 
order, this is slightly in tension with EWBG. 

• Leptogenesis offers an attractive alternative and can produce GWs in the EU 
both via phase transitions & generation of cosmic strings. 

• The origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry remains a mystery and will

     Certainly keep us busy for the coming years! 
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